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ABSTRACT The revolution that Industrial Control Systems are undergoing is reshaping the traditional network management and it is introducing new challenges. After the advent of network virtualization, an enhanced level of automation has been required to cope with the safety-critical mission of industrial systems and strict requirements for end-to-end latency. In the literature, there have been attempts to automatically solve two strictly interconnected problems for the management of virtual industrial networks: the Virtual Network Function embedding and the time-sensitive flow scheduling problems. However, dealing with these problems separately can lead to unoptimized results, or in the worst case to situations where the latency requirements cannot be satisfied because of a poorly chosen function embedding. In light of these motivations, this paper proposes a formal approach to jointly solve the two problems through an Optimization Satisfiability Modulo Theories formulation. This choice also allows combining two vital features: a formal guarantee of the solution correctness and optimization targeting the minimization of the end-to-end delay for flow scheduling. The feasibility of the proposed approach has been validated by implementing a prototype framework and experimentally testing it on realistic use cases.

INDEX TERMS Network flow scheduling, time-sensitive SDN, VNF embedding.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, Industrial Control Systems (ICSs) are undergoing a deep transformation of their communication infrastructures towards increased connectivity of devices and extreme flexibility of industrial plants. Examples where this transformation is evident are within the Industry 4.0 and Factory of the Future (FoF) environments [1], [2]. Innovative industrial applications are also exploiting benefits from Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) [3], [4], two virtualization approaches that determine a detachment from the traditional industrial network design and the power to administer the entire network environment from a centralized point. Specifically, there have been several attempts to introduce SDN support for the strict time requirements of Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN), resulting in the Time-Sensitive Software-Defined Networking (TSSDN) technology [5].

Two critical requirements emerge in a TSSDN environment: high security and low end-to-end latency. About the former requirement, the number of cyberattacks driven through the SDN-based industrial network infrastructure is increasing, and they can exploit inadequate segregations between different network environments [6]. Additionally, cyberattacks are increasing when the corporate network is not properly segregated from the industrial one, as well as when it exposes industrial systems that are potentially vulnerable. Maintaining industrial network systems safe is challenging also due to their safety-critical mission inside the manufacturing process, and it cannot be managed manually anymore. As the higher flexibility of TSSDN systems requires frequent reconfiguration, an enhanced level of automation in the management of cybersecurity has become necessary [7]. Regarding the latter requirement, TSSDN systems should regularly make decisions, report data to a centralized collector, and execute a remote command with a deterministic end-to-end delay. If the operation is not completed in a specific timeslot, the entire process may be invalidated [8]. The consequence could vary depending on the industrial environment type. In some environments, it can cause production line breaks and only human assistance can restore the proper system functioning. There are also safety-critical systems where issues
in industrial systems communication could cause ecological disasters or incidents that result in loss of life. Bringing innovation inside these particular systems is very hard to achieve. It is imperative to meet several requirements before deploying solutions inside real ICSs.

Addressing these two requirements implies solving two different problems. On the one hand, it is necessary to establish the deployment scheme of the Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) composing the service, like firewalls or intrusion detection systems, in such a way that the scheme efficiently uses the resources of the physical network and ensures that the traffic can safely reach the destination. This problem is commonly known as the VNF embedding problem in the literature [9]. On the other hand, it is also essential to determine the optimal scheduling of time-sensitive flows, i.e., packets that cross a TSSDN-based network, so as to minimize their end-to-end delay. Making improvements in terms of security to the global network environment implies the introduction of middleboxes that can analyze traffic, keep track of it and possibly block flows considered malicious. The logic of the blocks can vary depending on the middleboxes referred to, but they all have in common the introduction of non-negligible latency for the time-sensitive flows.

Therefore, currently there is a high need to guarantee real-time achievement requirements for networked hosts that in a critical environment such as the industry remain of primary importance. Unfortunately, even though both the aforementioned problems (i.e., VNF embedding and scheduling of the time-sensitive flows) concur to this guarantee, they are commonly challenged separately in the literature. The results of applying two separate algorithms are thus sub-optimal, as the computed embedding scheme may not be the most suitable one to minimize the delay for time-sensitive flows. Additionally, most of the related work about VNF embedding overlooks common characteristics of TSSDN, so they cannot be applied at all to this peculiar environment.

In light of these considerations, this paper proposes a novel approach solving simultaneously and automatically the VNF embedding and time-sensitive flow scheduling problems. In doing so, it formalizes the problem with an Optimization Satisfiability Modulo Theories (OptSMT) formulation, with the aim of introducing two vital features for TSSDN: formal verification and optimization. The former can guarantee that the solution output by the proposed approach is effectively correct, and is devoid of all the manual errors that human users commonly produce. The latter is required for compliance with the strict time constraints characterizing communications among ICSs. This approach represents a step ahead in the literature related to TSSDN, as the following novelties enhance it:

- By jointly automating two critical processes, i.e., VNF embedding and flow scheduling, this approach improves their effective results, because the two operations work on the same network elements and strongly influence each other. This aspect has high importance for the management of TSSDN-based networks, because of the specific requirements in terms of efficiency and latency that have been previously illustrated.
- The OptSMT formulation avoids the application of an a-posteriori formal verification technique, differently from what commonly occurs in the literature, because it pursues a so-called “correctness-by-construction” approach where the guarantee of the solution correctness is automatically derived from the formal definition of network and flow elements on the one hand, from the problem constraints on the other one.
- The formal models not only formalize the interconnection among the functions composing the network topology, but also take into account their behavior (e.g., the filtering rules of firewalls). Therefore, the model complexity is higher than the models of networks simply composed of routers or switches. This feature is also crucial for establishing a correct and optimal mapping of VNFs onto the corresponding physical topology, as it helps in establishing paths that allow the time-sensitive flows crossing them, thus guaranteeing the effective reachability among hosts.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II discusses related work, underlining the benefits provided by the proposed approach, which simultaneously solves the VNF embedding and time-sensitive flows scheduling problems. Section III provides a high-level description of the approach, aiming at explaining the main principles behind its behavior. Section IV delves into the formalization of the OptSMT problem that must be automatically solved. Section V describes a prototype framework developed for testing the formal approach, and it discusses its validation. Finally, Section VI briefly draws conclusions and discusses future work.

II. RELATED WORK
Two main literature areas pertain to the approach proposed in this paper: VNF embedding (Subsection II-A) and time-sensitive flow scheduling (Subsection II-B).

A. VNF EMBEDDING
The VNF embedding problem consists of mapping the virtual functions composing a network and security service to the candidate substrate resources, represented by general-purpose commodity servers. Only if an embedding plan where all virtual resources can be mapped is computed, the entire virtual network is then embedded and substrate resources are effectively employed. This problem has been extensively analyzed for NFV-based networks in the literature, as shown in a recent survey [9]. Most of the past work formulate the embedding problem using combinatorial approaches such as mathematical programming. In the most relevant papers proposing an exact formulation of the VNF embedding ([10]–[15]), integer programming or mixed integer linear programming are the most commonly used techniques to solve the problem, with the exception of [15] where an SMT formulation is used. Other papers ([16]–[21])
introduce heuristic algorithms to quicken the resolution of the VNF embedding problem, and provide higher compliance with the strict time requirements of virtual networks.

Nevertheless, all these works have limitations with respect to the formal approach presented in this paper. On the one hand, a formalization based on mathematical programming commonly entails the definition of problems with a bigger size than the OptSMT formulation, because it is limited to arithmetic expressions over integer, binary, or real variables [22]. Even though preliminary studies existed on transforming propositional calculus statements into mathematical programs ([23], [24]), which would avoid the manual formulation of those big problems, these studies acknowledged that the transformation is impractical in most cases and did not get significant traction in the literature. Besides, an OptSMT formulation is richer because it is sustained by theories such as bit-array and string ones, enabling higher fidelity for representing the network behavior and their incorporation into the problem constraints. On the other hand, even though heuristic algorithms may be faster than mathematical programming or OptSMT formulations, they cannot provide formal assurance for the correctness of the computed solution, and may output suboptimal VNF embeddings with consequent excessive resource consumption. Therefore, two main features characterizing our approach, i.e., formal verification and optimization, are commonly overlooked in those works.

Among the papers related to this literature area, [14], [18], [19], and [20] are the only ones dealing with the minimization of latency when computing the VNF embedding. However, not only do they not solve the time scheduling problem for time-sensitive flows, but they also have other shortcomings. [18] simply aims at minimizing the number of deployed network functions, but it fails in investigating resource-constrained scenarios of the embedding problem. [19] and [14] address resource-constrained cases, but they are limited to smart grids placement. [20] presents an optimization algorithm for the VNF embedding problem over a set of distributed substrate nodes taking into account the maximum allowed end-to-end delay, but it considers each network flow separately, without providing a full optimization at graph level.

B. TIME-SENSITIVE FLOW SCHEDULING

Scheduling network communications under strict real-time requirements is a problem that has been known in the literature for years. Few resource-constrained approaches were already proposed for the transmission scheduling at the hosts in multi-hop Ethernet-like networks [25], [26], and other ones tried to combine the computation of the scheduling for both transmissions and networking software tasks [27], [28]. However, all these initial approaches assume previous knowledge of the routes crossed by the communications, instead of using an appropriate algorithm to decide them in a way to optimize the flow scheduling (e.g., our approach computes the route with the minimum number of hops for each time-sensitive flow).

A larger batch of studies ([29], [30] [31], [32] [33], [34]) extended their scope to TSSSDN-based environments. Their ideas aim at matching the propositions related to end-to-end latency requirements that were the focus for two large organizations in the world of networking: the IETF DetNets Working Group and the IEEE 802.1 Time-Sensitive Networking Task Group. The milestone in this literature area is represented by [29], the first work to exploit the logical centralization paradigm of SDN to compute a transmission schedule for time-sensitive flows on a global view. Multiple integer linear program formulations that solve the combined problem of routing and flow scheduling are also presented for the first time, and they were used as the foundation for future work. Variations of that initial study, having more features and higher efficiency, are [30], [32], and [34]. First, [30] adapts the job-shop scheduling problem [35] to a nowait packet scheduling problem for the offline calculation of schedules for periodic time-sensitive flows, aiming at minimizing the network delay and compacting the schedule length. They also side this formulation with a heuristic optimization algorithm based on the Tabu search meta-heuristic, thus allowing a more efficient schedule computation. Second, [32] presents an algorithm that reduces the time complexity in the schedule computation while maintaining the quality of the scheduling system. Third, [34] applies the Logic-Based Benders Decomposition on the time-sensitive flow scheduling problem, as according to their experimentation a model based on that logic exhibits better performance and significantly increases the schedulability. Finally, some studies attempt to solve corner cases of the scheduling problem. On the one hand, [31] proposes alternative integer programming formulations for managing the problem of incremental schedules, so as to approximate the optimal solutions of the corresponding static scheduling problem. On the other hand, [33] tries to ensure that no frames are lost during network update, and avoids the introduction of extra update overhead in the scheduling computation. In doing so, it proposes an online algorithm that consumes less time than a static one, even though it has slightly decreased schedulability.

Even though the studies belonging to this batch try to combine the routing and flow scheduling problems, they overlook the VNF embedding problem. Our approach is thus more feature-complete than the state of the art, both in terms of optimization and formal verification, because it can compute a solution that is globally optimal for both VNF embedding and flow scheduling, and due to the correctness-by-construction principle pursued through the OptSMT formulation.

III. APPROACH

The proposed approach aims at two simultaneous objectives:

- solving the VNF embedding problem, by placing the VNFs included in the topology of a virtual network onto the general-purpose servers composing the substrate physical infrastructure, so as to satisfy the resource consumption constraints;
• solving a critical problem for TSSDN networks, i.e., the flow scheduling, by establishing the optimal scheduling of time-sensitive network flows which minimizes the end-to-end delay without exceeding a threshold of maximum acceptable latency.

Multiple benefits derive from solving these two problems simultaneously. A first one consists in determining a VNF embedding scheme where also the time-sensitive flows are directly mapped, avoiding inconsistencies between the virtual paths and the physical paths that the flows effectively cross depending on their scheduling. A second one is that common errors due to the application of two separate algorithms for solving the two problems are avoided, because a solution is effectively reached only if it satisfies the requirements of both the problems. Then, a third benefit is that it is less problematic to introduce critical features for TSSDN environments such as formal verification and optimization. These characteristics are commonly counterbalanced by a higher time required for computing the problems to which they are associated. However, in this proposal, time is saved by combining two problems into a single one, so adding formal verification and optimization is feasible.

The inputs required by the approach, which the network operator can specify, consist in the description of the virtual and physical network topologies, and the declaration of the time-sensitive flows that should cross them (Subsection III-A). This information is employed to build an optimization problem, called OptSMT problem, aiming at reaching the two proposed objectives, i.e., minimization of resource consumption and end-to-end delay (Subsection III-B). At that point, an automated OptSMT solver outputs both the VNF mapping onto the physical infrastructure and the scheduling of the time-sensitive flows (Subsection III-C).

A. INPUTS OF THE APPROACH

The inputs required by the approach are: 1) the description of the topologies for the virtual and physical networks; 2) the specification of the time-sensitive flows.

1) VIRTUAL AND PHYSICAL TOPOLOGIES

The virtual network topology represents the logical interconnection of the VNFs, aiming at providing a complete end-to-end service. In the latest years, the idea of network devices seen as devices built to perform a specific function has been progressively abandoned. Thanks to the virtualization layer provided by the ETSI framework for the NFV environment, it is possible to define a series of functions that can then be deployed on one device rather than another in a completely transparent way. Various network reconfigurations, also depending on the general environment state, are managed by an orchestrator software. This element is also in charge of deploying the VNFs on a physical substrate that consists of general-purpose servers.

The entities involved in the virtual and physical topologies are different. In general, within the virtual graph VNFs act as middleboxes, depending on their configuration. Middleboxes are devices that perform an active function when forwarding packets within the network infrastructure. Examples of middlebox are firewalls, proxies, DPIs, NATs. The task of the network operator is to specify the configuration of these devices and then define the role they must play within the infrastructure in question. For example, an operator may want to define the firewall configuration, defining access lists that allow the transit of only one type of traffic. NAT configuration in the network peripheral areas may also be handled for publications and traffic management to the external network. An example of virtual network topology is depicted in FIGURE 1, where the network operator defines the role that the VNFs play. For example, ENDHOST A and ENDHOST B can be two client devices in an industrial network that need to exchange information with ENDHOST C and ENDHOST D, which instead act as servers. VNF1, VNF2, VNF4 and VNF5 can play the role of a firewall, filtering out not allowed traffic while VNF3 can be a DPI, analyzing the traffic to prevent possible attacks.

FIGURE 1. Virtual network example.

Instead, the entities involved in the physical infrastructure are straightforward general-purpose servers. The network operator defines the characteristics in terms of available resources and therefore quantity of RAM, CPU power, storage and connections with other hosts. It should be noted that both the processing operations of the packet on each host and each physical connection among the various hosts influence the forwarding of the network packets, introducing a latency that is not always acceptable. In FIGURE 2 there is an example of a physical topology that can be exploited as a substrate for the virtual topology represented in FIGURE 1. When defining the physical topology, it is necessary to specify the physical resources available for each physical host.

FIGURE 2. Physical network example.
These parameters are then taken into account during the embedding operations of the VNFs. Physical resources must not be saturated to ensure the correct behavior of the network and the correct management of all the flows.

2) TIME-SENSITIVE FLOWS
The network operator specifies the time-sensitive flows while using the virtual topology as a reference. For example, the network operator may want to put two machines in communication, but the flow must be processed through particular network functions. It could be required to keep track of the flow or verify that legal operations are performed during data exchange between the devices involved in that flow. In an environment like the industrial one, it is essential because of the criticality of the devices involved. Having a virtual abstraction of what happens inside the network can significantly help the network operator.

Concerning the example illustrated in FIGURE 1, let us suppose to specify two time-sensitive flows, so with the need to be handled providing them guarantees about end-to-end latency communication. For the flow from ENDHOST A to ENDHOST C, packets must be processed by VNF1 and VNF4 before reaching their destination. Instead, for the flow from ENDHOST B to ENDHOST D, they must cross VNF2 and VNF5. These paths, graphically depicted in FIGURE 3, must be taken into account when mapping the virtual topology onto the physical infrastructure.

B. OPTSMT PROBLEM
The approach uses the inputs specified by the network operator to build an OptSMT (Optimization Satisfiability Modulo Theories) problem. This formulation is characterized by two types of clauses: hard constraints and optimization constraints. The first ones must always be satisfied in order to achieve a correct solution, and therefore they represent elements such as the connections among VNFs or physical hosts and the time-sensitive flow paths. The second ones are assignments that require minimizing an objective function, e.g., minimization of resource consumption or end-to-end delay. However, the bigger minimization is achieved compatibly with the satisfaction of the hard constraints. If an objective function could be further minimized by not satisfying a hard constraint, this solution would be forbidden and would not be produced as output.

Formulating the problem as OptSMT enables the introduction of formal verification and optimization. On the one hand, an OptSMT formulation lays its foundation on the correctness-by-construction principle. The produced solution is already correct without applying a-posteriori formal verification techniques because it is derived from formally defined hard constraints. On the other hand, the optimization constraints allow reaching the best solution among the ones that would only satisfy the hard constraints.

A detailed description of all the hard and optimization constraints composing the OptSMT problem will be presented in Section IV.

C. OUTPUTS OF THE APPROACH
An automated solver is fed with the formulated OptSMT problem and simultaneously produces two outputs: 1) the VNF mapping onto the topology of the substrate physical infrastructure; 2) the scheduling of the time-sensitive flows.

1) VNF MAPPING ONTO THE PHYSICAL NETWORK
For each pair of virtual and physical topologies, there are several possibilities for deploying VNFs on the physical substrate. All the various possibilities are taken into account by the solver, which at the end chooses the best VNF positioning that can ensure the correct management of time-sensitive flows declared by the user in the shortest possible time, and while satisfying the resource consumption constraints. FIGURE 4 shows a possible deployment example of VNFs declared in virtual topology of FIGURE 1 onto the substrate physical infrastructure of FIGURE 2, according to the requirements for the VNFs to properly operate and physical resources available on the substrate network.

Not only the VNFs, but also the time-sensitive flows that are declared in the virtual network topology must be mapped to the corresponding flows in physical topology. In fact, a goal of the proposed approach is to find an optimal positioning of the VNFs that can satisfy the user-defined requirements on the virtual topology, scheduling transmission over time. Resuming the deployment scheme example shown in FIGURE 4, the flows can be mapped as depicted in FIGURE 5. In this mapping, many overlappings between the flows must be managed to avoid the creation of queues in the network.
2) SCHEDULING OF THE TIME-SENSITIVE FLOWS

The second component of the output is the scheduling of the time-sensitive flows that minimizes the end-to-end delay. Two factors must be taken into account for the delay estimation:

- **VNF execution**: the execution of a VNF on a given network flow takes some time. Assuming that queuing and overloads cannot occur since the objective is to schedule packet transmission to avoid these phenomena, it is possible to calculate the delay introduced by a VNF for a given flow in a deterministic manner. Instant by instant, all the resources are allocated to the VNF that must be executed. Using the DPDK technology, it is possible to bypass the kernel and work closely with the hardware [36]. Therefore, it is possible to perform tests that provide us in a deterministic way the time needed to perform the processing of an MTU-sized packet through the VNF, also considering the device’s configuration. Some firewall implementations, for example, have a processing time that depends on the number of access lists declared in their configuration. It is necessary to have this information to calculate the introduced delay in a deterministic manner.

- **Physical Link Crossing**: crossing a physical link introduces a delay proportional to the characteristics of the medium crossed. It is advisable to use reliable transmission media in critical communications, possibly redundant to tolerate any faults.

On the basis of these considerations, it is possible to define some configuration parameters regarding the scheduling of transmissions in the network. In particular:

- **Single timeslot length**: this can be intended as the shortest time scheduling unit. It must be long enough to handle the flow element that takes the most time to run inside the network.

- **Base period length**: this is determined by the number of timeslots needed to manage the flows within the network.

As shown in FIGURE 6, transmission timeslots are allocated inside a base period that is repeated over time. Since these two parameters have been defined, it is possible to start estimating the maximum and average latency for each time-sensitive network flow verifying that all constraints defined by a network operator are satisfied. Concerning the example shown in FIGURE 5, supposing that the timeslots have been sized to host the VNF or physical link that takes the most time in the declared network environment, a possible scheduling that minimizes the number of used timeslots maximizing the number of time-sensitive flows handled could be the one shown in TABLE 1.

The table shows how the AC flow starts to be managed at the T1 timeslot of each base period and ends at the T7 timeslot, while the BD flow management, even when it starts at the same time as the AC flow, ends at T8 timeslot. Note that if an AC flow packet is ready to be sent to the T2 timeslot, it will have to wait for the T1 timeslot of the next base period to be managed by the network, to be then delivered to the T7 timeslot. The same applies to the BD flow, but in return, there is the guarantee of having a deterministic network behavior.

IV. OPTSMT PROBLEM FORMULATION

The OptSMT problem is formulated by combining the following classes of clauses, built on the formal models defined for network topologies and time-sensitive flows (Subsection IV-A):

1) hard constraints expressing the resource consumption limitations which restrain the embedding of the VNFs onto the general-purpose servers of the substrate infrastructure (Subsection IV-B);

2) hard constraints determining the time scheduling of the flows, taking into account the crossed virtual paths, their mapping onto the physical ones, the possible flow ordering, their overlappings and the maximum acceptable latency (Subsection IV-C);
3) optimization constraints for finding an optimal VNF embedding and flow scheduling solution (Subsection IV-D).

### A. MODELS FOR NETWORKS AND TIME-SENSITIVE FLOWS

The formal models listed in TABLE 2 represent the computer networks and the time-sensitive flows for which the OptSMT problem is solved. The notation will be used for the definition of the hard and soft constraints.

According to this formalization, both the physical and the virtual environments are modeled as unidirectional graphs. The set of vertices in physical topology comprises hosts capable of hosting VNFs or fixed endpoints. In the virtual topology, the set of vertices is instead represented only by VNFs. Attribute sets contain additional information about the elements defined in the physical or virtual topology. For example, in the case of physical hosts, two valuable attributes for the VNF embedding are the storage and CPU power. Instead, concerning physical connections, an important parameter for the links is latency. The time-sensitive flows set is built on the network operator requests during real-time properties formulation. Each flow is associated with a constraint in terms of maximum acceptable latency for end-to-end flow management.

### B. VNF EMBEDDING CONSTRAINTS

The function that maps a VNF to a host of the physical substrate is formalized as:

$$M_v(v^v) = v^s$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The meaning of this function is that a vertex of the Service Graph should be mapped on a vertex of the substrate topology available.

Since there are two vertex types in the virtual topology, the $M_v$ function has two declinations. The first one refers to endpoint mapping:

$$M_v(e^v) = e^s$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

A virtual endpoint has a reserved host in the substrate graph, so mapping function is very simple since it is fixed.

The second one refers to VNF mapping:

$$M_v(n^v) = h^s$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

This mapping function must satisfy a higher number of constraints. VNFs deployed on one single host, in fact, share the same physical resources (e.g., the same RAM capabilities). Since all physical resources are allocated to the management of one flow element in every instant, CPU consumption by other VNFs executed on the same physical host is not considered. However, it is important to guarantee that there is enough CPU power to meet single VNF requirements. Therefore, given the following elements:

- $|N^v|$, $|H^s|$ as $N^v/H^s$ set cardinality;
- memory$(i)$, a function that returns the VNF memory for element $i$;
- core$(i)$, a function that returns the CPU core number for element $i$;
- type$(i)$, a function that returns the VNF type for element $i$;
- supported_types$(i)$, a function that returns the set of supported VNF types by element $i$;
- max_vnf$(i)$, a function that returns the maximum number of VNF that could be deployed on the i-th host;
- $n_i/h_i$, a Boolean variable that is true when the i-th VNF is deployed on j-th host;
- $h_i$, a Boolean variable that is true when the i-th physical host is used;
- int$(x)$ (where $x$ is a Boolean variable), a function that transforms true/false Boolean statement in 0/1 arithmetical number;

the following hard constraints, regarding physical host resources type and consumption, must be included in the formulation of the MaxSMT problem.

- **RAM usage:** each VNF requires a certain amount of available RAM to be executed properly, i.e., the required VNFs memory of nodes deployed on a physical host must be lower that RAM host capability.

$$\forall h_j \in H^s \sum_{i=0}^{\mid N^v \mid} \text{memory}(i) \times \text{int}(n_i h_j) \leq \text{memory}(j) \times h_j$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

- **CPU power consumption:** each VNF requires a certain CPU power, measurable in core number, to be executed.\n
$$\forall n_i \in N^v, \forall h_j \in H^s, (\text{core}(i) \times \text{int}(n_i h_j)) \leq (\text{core}(j)) \times h_j$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

- **Maximum VNFs capability:** the number of VNFs deployed on a physical host must be lower than a specific threshold.

$$\forall n_i \in N^v, \sum_{j=0}^{\mid N^v \mid} \text{int}(n_i h_i) \leq \text{max_vnf}(i) \times h_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

- **Supported VNF functional type:** a physical host can host only VNFs of the supported types.

$$\forall n_i \in N^v, \forall h_j \in H^s, n_i h_j \Rightarrow \text{type}(i) \in \text{supported_types}(j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Furthermore, two additional constraints must be accounted to perform a reliable embedding.

---

**TABLE 2. Models for networks and time-sensitive flows.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Notations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V^v = (H^v, E^v, L^v)$</td>
<td>Set of physical hosts/endpoints and connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{L}^v, A_{E}^v$</td>
<td>Set of physical hosts/endpoints and connections attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G^s = (N^s, L^s)$</td>
<td>Substrate Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{L}^s, A_{E}^s$</td>
<td>Set of virtual nodes/endpoints and connections attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G^v (V^v, L^v, A_{L}^v)$</td>
<td>Set of virtual nodes/endpoints and connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G^{sw} = (V^{sw}, L^s)$</td>
<td>Service Graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G^{ts}$</td>
<td>Set of Time-Sensitive Flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G^{ud}$</td>
<td>Set of User-Defined Time-Sensitive Flow Constraints</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• **Single VNF deployment**: a VNF must be deployed on one single host exactly.

\[
\forall n_i \in N^v, \sum_{j=0}^{\left|H^p\right|} n_i h_j = 1 \quad (8)
\]

Thanks to this constraint, all VNFs are guaranteed to be deployed on available physical hosts at least once and, at the same time, multiple deployments of the same VNF are not considered.

• **VNF deployment implication on physical host state**: if a VNF is deployed on a physical host, this host must be put on active state.

\[
\forall h_j \in H^p, h_j \Rightarrow \bigvee_{i=0}^{\left|N^v\right|} n_i h_j \quad (9)
\]

### C. FLOW SCHEDULING CONSTRAINTS

Flow scheduling constraints are responsible for the scheduling of time-sensitive network flows. The first operation to be managed is to find all the possible flows in the physical topology onto which the virtual flows that are declared by the user can be mapped. The network operator defines the flow by specifying the source, the destination, the reference service graph and a number of timeslots. This last specification represents the maximum latency that the network operator is willing to accept for the management of that flow. The algorithms and constraints related to this operation are explained in the following.

#### 1) VIRTUAL PATH COMPUTATION

Before the formulation of the flow scheduling constraints, a preliminary algorithm that is applied is the generation of the virtual paths. For each pair composed of a source node and a destination node, the shortest virtual path is identified by considering the number and configuration of the crossed VNFs. For instance, let us consider the example shown in FIGURE 7. A firewall rule blocks the flow that starts from host 10.0.0.1 and ends to host 10.0.1.1. Instead, host 10.0.1.1 is reachable through a proxy device. So the path between 10.0.0.1 and 10.0.1.1 is the best available one in terms of number of VNFs crossed. Besides, if another path between 10.0.0.1 and 10.0.1.1 was available but it included more VNFs in its path, the smallest one would still be the one that has been considered.

**Algorithm 1** Virtual Flow Generation.

1: **procedure** VirtualFlowGeneration(source, destination)
2: **compute** all possible flows between source and destination
3: for flow in just computed flows do
4: if reachability between source and destination is guaranteed then
5: **store** flow in the nominated flows
6: **select** the shortest flow between the nominated ones
7: **return**

Algorithm 1 formalizes how the best existing path between source and destination is computed. In order to obtain the best solution, all possible flows between source and destination should be discussed, if existing flows are more than one. In this way, overlapping flows can be avoided, as they should be otherwise managed carefully in the scheduling phase.

#### 2) FLOW MAPPING CONSTRAINTS

Next, all possible mappings of a virtual flow onto the paths of the physical topology must be considered. For each possible mapping, a constraint is included in the OptSMT problem. This class of hard constraints is crucial for the problem formalization, because it represents the link between virtual and physical layers.

**FIGURE 7.** Virtual flow example.

**FIGURE 8.** Physical topology example.

**FIGURE 9.** H1 deployment scenario.

For instance, taking as a reference the virtual topology depicted in FIGURE 7 and the physical topology depicted in FIGURE 8, there are four deployment possibilities: 1) both Firewall VNF and Proxy VNF are deployed on H1; 2) Firewall VNF is deployed in H1, Proxy VNF in H2; Proxy VNF is deployed in H1, Firewall VNF in H2; 4) both Firewall VNF and Proxy VNF are deployed on H2. For each deployment configuration and for each flow element, there must be a hard constraint composing the OptSMT problem.
For instance, considering scenario where both VNFs are deployed in H1 (FIGURE 9), naming Firewall VNF as \( n_1 \), Proxy VNF as \( n_2 \), flow from 10.0.0.1 to 10.0.1.1 as \( f_1 \), three constraints must be created, i.e., one for each node \((f_{i1}, f_{i2}, f_{i3}) \) of the path crossed by flow \( f_1 \):

\[
\begin{align*}
&n_1h_1 \land n_2h_1 \Rightarrow f_{i1} \equiv 10.0.0.1 \rightarrow H1 \\
&n_1h_1 \land n_3h_1 \Rightarrow f_{i2} \equiv \text{ProxyExecution} \\
&n_1h_1 \land n_2h_1 \Rightarrow f_{i3} \equiv H1 \rightarrow 10.0.1.1
\end{align*}
\]

All possible deployment scenarios must be contemplated for each flow. Taking this into account, Algorithm 2 concisely describes how the flow mapping constraints are generated for each flow.

**Algorithm 2 Flow Mapping Constraints Generation Procedure.**

1: procedure Constraints generation(...)  
2: for Flow declared as \( i \) do  
3: \( \text{FIND} \) all possible physical flow mapping  
4: for physical flow mapping as \( j \) do  
5: \( \text{COMPUTE} \) needed embedding condition as \( \text{cond} \)  
6: for Flow element as \( k \) do  
7: \( \text{GENERATE} \) constraint \( \text{cond} \Rightarrow k \equiv j(n) \)  
8: \( \text{PUSH} \) generated constraint

The constraints output by this algorithm can be represented with a formula. Given:

- a time-sensitive flow \( f \in F_{ins} \), where notation \( f_i \) denotes the \( i \)-th time-sensitive flow element;  
- a set \( P \) where each element \( p \in P \) represents a possible physical flow mapping;  
- a function \( \text{cond}(x) \), where \( x \) is a physical flow corresponding to the time-sensitive one, returning the embedding condition that must be satisfied to have the \( x \) mapping;  
- a function \( \text{length}(x) \), where \( x \) is a flow, returning the length in terms of flow element number;  

the hard constraints for flow mapping are represented as follows:

\[
\forall p \in P, \forall i \geq 0 \land i < \text{length}(p), \text{cond}(p) \Rightarrow f_i \equiv p_i \tag{10}
\]

3) **FLOW ORDER CONSTRAINTS**

To ensure that the flow scheduling operations do not alter the flow order previously calculated, adding another constraint regarding the beginning and the end of a single flow element is necessary. Three functions, operating on flow elements, are introduced to handle flow scheduling operations. Given a time-sensitive flow \( f \in F_{ins} \) and the \( i \)-th time-sensitive flow element \( f_i \):

- \( \text{start}(f_i) \) returns the first timeslot from which the flow element \( f_i \) starts to be processed;  
- \( \text{end}(f_i) \) returns the last timeslot from which the flow element \( f_i \) ends to be processed;  
- \( \text{duration}(f_i) \) returns the number of timeslots required by the flow element \( f_i \) to be processed.

**FIGURE 10. Time-sensitive flow elements.**

For instance, for a time-sensitive flow as the one depicted in FIGURE 10, where each block represents a single flow element, the scheduling order must ensure the following conditions:

- F1 must be handled before F2, F3 and F4;  
- F2 must be handled after F1, but before F3 and F4;  
- F3 must be handled after F1 and F2, but before F4;  
- F4 must be handled after F1, F2 and F3.

Algorithm 3 describes how the procedure for the generation of the flow order constraints is structured.

**Algorithm 3 Order Constraints Generation Procedure.**

1: procedure OrderConstraintsGeneration(flow)  
2: for \( i \leftarrow 0 \) to \( \text{length}(\text{flow}) \) do  
3: \( \text{for} \ j \leftarrow 0 \) to \( \text{length}(\text{flow}) \) do  
4: \( \text{if} \ f_i \text{ precedes } f_j \) then  
5: \( \text{start}(f_i) + \text{duration}(f_i) \leq \text{start}(f_j) \)

The constraints output by this procedure are expressed as:

\[
\forall f \in F_{ins}, \forall i \geq 0 \land i < \text{length}(f), \forall j \geq 0 \land j < \text{length}(f), \forall i < j, \text{start}(f_i) + \text{duration}(f_i) \leq \text{start}(f_j) \tag{11}
\]

4) **FLOW ELEMENT OVERLAPPING CONSTRAINTS**

Another class of constraints to be considered concerns the management of a flow scheduling that requires the same physical resources to be processed. A primary objective is to avoid queues in network devices to provide guarantees regarding the maximum end-to-end delay between two or more hosts in the network. Therefore, the same physical resources cannot handle multiple flow elements simultaneously.

For instance, considering the case depicted in FIGURE 11, the two illustrated flows can be scheduled simultaneously since the physical resources involved, physical links and hosts on which the VNFs are deployed, are different. Therefore, it is possible to save considerably on the number of timeslots globally used for the management of declared flows. However, this is not always feasible. It depends on the source and destination host locations and the configuration of intermediate devices. In fact, considering instead the case depicted in FIGURE 12, VNF2 and VNF3 execution cannot be scheduled in the same timeslot since they require the same physical resources to be used. In this case, it must be guaranteed that:

\[
\text{start}(VNF2) \geq \text{end}(VNF3) \lor \text{end}(VNF2) \leq \text{start}(VNF3)
\]
This statement must be verified for each flow pair that shares the same physical resources. The constraints for checking this statement are produced with the procedure described by Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Overlapping Constraints Generation Procedure.

```plaintext
procedure OverlappingConstraintsGeneration(flows)
    for each flow \( f_i \) in flows data structure do
        for each flow \( f_j \) in flows data structure, different from \( f_i \) do
            for each \( f_{im} \) flow element do
                for each \( f_{jn} \) flow element do
                    if \( f_{im} \) and \( f_{jn} \) are deployed on the same resource then
                        GENERATE constraint
                        PUSH constraint
```

The output constraints take into account also the relative timeslot allocation of different flow elements. For instance, supposing to have two different flow elements A and B belonging to two different flows deployed on the same physical resource, the only allowed relative allocation of these flow elements would be the one depicted in FIGURE 13.

Namely, the only allowed relative allocation could be expressed with the following notation:

\[
\text{end}(A) \leq \text{start}(B) \lor \text{start}(A) \geq \text{end}(B)
\]

The formalization of the constraints output by Algorithm 4 requires the introduction of a new function. Given a flow element \( x \), \( \text{deployedOn}(x) \) returns the physical resource where the flow element \( x \) is mapped on. Thanks to this function, the flow element overlapping constraints are formalized as:

\[
\forall x \in F_{\text{ins}}, \forall y \in F_{\text{ins}}, x \neq y, \forall m \geq 0 \land m < \text{length}(x), \forall n \geq 0 \land n < \text{length}(y),
\text{deployedOn}(x_m) == \text{deployedOn}(y_n) \Rightarrow \text{start}(x_m) \geq \text{end}(y_n) \lor \text{end}(x_m) \leq \text{start}(y_n)
\] (12)

5) TOTAL TIMESLOT NUMBER VARIABLE CONSTRAINTS

A variable, named \( \text{makespan} \), is introduced in the model to represent the total number of timeslots defined within the network environment for the management of all the time-sensitive flows. The usage of this variable has been made necessary because it is impossible to know in advance how many timeslots are necessary for the management of the flows. Some constraints must be defined over this variable.

First, the \( \text{makespan} \) variable must be limited between zero and the maximum number of timeslots needed to handle all time-sensitive flows declared in the network environment. In the worst case, this number can be computed as the algebraic sum of each single flow length. Two functions are required for the formulation of this constraint:

- \( \text{map}(x) \), which returns the set of flows in the physical topology onto which the virtual flow \( x \) can be mapped;
- \( \text{max}(x) \), which returns the longest path among the flows in set \( x \).

By using these functions, the first constraint, which imposes a limit on the possible values for the \( \text{makespan} \) variable, is expressed as:

\[
\text{makespan} \geq 0 \land \text{makespan} \leq \sum_{f \in F_{\text{ins}}} \text{max}(\text{map}(f))
\] (13)

Then, other two constraints must be formulated, and for them the \( \text{last}(x) \) function is required, so as to return the last flow element of flow \( x \). These two constraints are expressed as:

\[
\sum_{f \in F_{\text{ins}}} \text{int}(\sqrt{\text{makespan}, \text{end}(\text{last}(x)))}) \equiv 1
\] (14)
\[ \forall f \in F^{ins}, makespan \geq \text{end}(last(f)) \] (15)

Constraint (14) states that the \textit{makespan} variable must be equal at least to the end of one flow in the physical topology, whereas constraint (15) states that the \textit{makespan} variable must be greater or equal then the end timeslot of the last flow element for each flow.

Finally, constraints that limit the values returned by functions \textit{start}(x) and \textit{end}(x), where \( x \) is a flow element, are modeled as follows:

\[ \forall f \in F^{ins}, \forall i \geq 0 \land i < \text{length}(f), \]
\[ \text{start}(f_i) \geq 0 \land \text{start}(f_i) \leq \text{makespan}, \]
\[ \text{end}(f_i) \geq 0 \land \text{end}(f_i) \leq \text{makespan}, \]
\[ \text{start}(f_i) < \text{end}(f_i) \] (16)

6) \textbf{MAXIMUM ACCEPTABLE LATENCY CONSTRAINTS}

A constraint must also be included in the OptSMT formulation regarding the maximum latency that the network operator is willing to have for the management of that specific time-sensitive flow. When declaring the time-sensitive flow, the operator can define this parameter, taking into account the duration of the timeslot that has been defined within that particular network. Alternatively, it can be computed with the following formula, where \( ts_{len} \) is the timeslot length defined by the network operator:

\[ c_{eei} = ts_{len} \times (\text{makespan} + \text{start}(f_i) - \text{end}(f_i)) \] (17)

The maximum end-to-end delay thus computed for the \( i \)-th flow is included in the \( C^{ins} \) set.

Computing the delay as shown in (17) is helpful to manage the worst cases. For instance, considering the case depicted in FIGURE 14, a new packet transmission request arrives a few moments after the beginning of the first flow element handling. So, the packet has to wait a number of timeslots equal to \textit{makespan} until it starts to be handled. Then the packet will be delivered to the destination when flow handling finishes.

At this point, the maximum acceptable latency constraints can be computed. Given the set of time-sensitive flow \( F^{ins} \), the set of constraints \( C^{ins} \) related to the maximum acceptable latency for the flows, a function \textit{constraint}(\( f \)) returning the constraint \( c \in C^{ins} \) in terms of the maximum number of timeslots acceptable for flow \( f \in F^{ins} \), the following constraint are included in the problem formulation:

\[ \forall f \in F^{ins}, \text{makespan} + \text{end}(f) - \text{start}(f) \leq \text{constraint}(f) \] (18)

\textbf{D. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION}

The declaration of the objective function represents the essential element for the formulation of the OptSMT problem. Specifically, the objective of the proposed approach is to find an optimal VNF embedding and flow scheduling solution able to minimize the end-to-end latency of the managed flows. For this reason, it was decided to include as an objective function the minimization of the end-to-end latency for each flow:

\[ \forall f \in F^{ins}, \min(\text{makespan} + \text{end}(f) - \text{start}(f)) \] (19)

Besides the assurance that the flows will be managed in time according to the user-defined constraints, our approach attempts to minimize the end-to-end delay as much as possible, thanks to the definition of this objective function. If a solution is not found, that means it is impossible to find a VNF embedding and flow scheduling solution that addresses all constraints beforehand presented.

\textbf{V. IMPLEMENTATION AND VALIDATION}

This section describes how the proposed approach has been implemented with a prototype framework, and it discusses the validation.

\textbf{A. IMPLEMENTATION}

FIGURE 15 highlights the main elements composing the framework implementation, and it shows how it interacts with human users and other existing tools. The framework was developed in Java, and it requires a document written in XML (eXtensible Markup Language) format as input. The produced output provides information about the outcome of the work produced by the framework, i.e., it informs the user if a correct solution has been found for the VNF embedding and flow mapping problems. In the positive case, it provides the user with an indication of the optimal positioning of the VNFs on the available physical substrate and the optimal scheduling of the time-sensitive flows in the network. The goal is to find an optimal solution for VNF embedding on the physical substrate that uses the least possible number of timeslots to manage all the time-sensitive flows defined by the user.

The framework interacts with a series of already available tools:

1) \textit{Microsoft Z3 Solver}, a theorem prover provided by Microsoft Research;
2) **Neo4J Graph Database**, a database to store graph information;
3) **Java Jersey RESTful Web Services Framework**, a framework that provides libraries to easily develop a Web Service.

**Microsoft Z3 Solver** is a tool that allows verifying the satisfiability of a set of logical formulas regarding a given formal theory. Z3 is a low-level tool. The optimization and search algorithms developed by Microsoft are accessible through a high-level interface, convenient to be used by a programmer. Different programming languages are supported by the tool. The most common and updated ones supported are C++, Python and Java. Classes that support a large variety of operations are displayed, depending on the needs of the programmer. Z3, therefore, allows verifying if a set of logical and mathematical conditions is respected.

**Neo4J Graph Database** allows easily schematizing the mapping between the physical substrate and the virtual service graphs. The interaction with Neo4j can occur in two ways:

- **Cypher Query Language** is a graph query language built to interact with the graph database efficiently. It is a SQL-inspired language that allows performing CRUD operations on graph databases. It is suited to handle nodes and relationships with straightforward instructions.
- **Neo4j REST APIs** make available a simple Web Service with which users can interact to operate with a graph database hosted in a machine. The framework has been developed to be compliant with these REST APIs. Many functions have been developed to interact with the database through REST calls, e.g., handling physical and virtual topology paths exploiting algorithms already implemented in the Neo4j framework, such as the minimum path research.

**Java Jersey RESTful Web Services Framework** is a REST framework, which provides a JAX-RS, Java API for RESTful Web Services implementation. This tool is used to implement a web service through which an interaction with the developed framework is feasible. The REST web service has been chosen because of its great flexibility and interoperability, as it allows resource organization. The resources can be managed through unique identifiers and many operations can be made available on each resource, since methods available inside HTTP protocol are used to distinguish operations. For instance, HTTP GET operation is often used to retrieve information on the resource requested, or HTTP POST and HTTP PUT operations are instead used to update a resource on the developed framework.

Interaction between the framework and these tools is handled through the main Java class that acts as a proxy, dispatching operations through other Java classes.

**B. VALIDATION**

The feasibility of the framework has been validated through some realistic use cases. The physical topology referred to during the test phase is presented in FIGURE 16, and the corresponding virtual topology is defined in FIGURE 17. The virtual topology is the one that the network operator wants to deploy on the given physical substrate.

Concerning the physical topology, it includes six end-points that are used during end-to-end communications. Each end-point appears both in the virtual and physical topology since its placement is fixed. Instead, for simplicity, only three physical middleboxes are defined. They can host VNFs defined in the virtual topology. The physical middleboxes
resources (RAM capability, CPU power, maximum number of VNFs that the middlebox can support, list of supported VNF functional types) are taken into account during the embedding operation, by generating the proper constraints, as shown in Section IV. In addition, each endpoint is connected to each middlebox defined in the physical environment in order to guarantee high availability. If a failure occurs in one physical link that connects the endpoint to the middlebox, a network reconfiguration is triggered on the network controller. Reconfiguration obviously requires rerunning all the algorithms. So a new potential VNFs embedding scheme and flow scheduling result may be proposed. This operation takes time since all controlled hosts must be reconfigured to deploy the new configuration. The reconfiguration phase could be optimized by introducing a smart logic that considers failures and triggers a reconfiguration only when there is a real reachability problem between the declared flows.

Concerning the virtual topology, the VNFs involved in the network are represented more abstractly, showing relationships between endpoints and other VNFs in the studied environment. The presented flow scheduling results assume that the timeslots duration is equivalent to the time required for the longest flow element execution. In addition, we assume that all flow elements require exactly one timeslot to be completely executed.

On the basis of these two topologies, the behavior of the framework has been evaluated on five different scenarios, shown in FIGURE 18 differing for the number of declared time-sensitive flows and relative flows position in the virtual topology. The solutions for the VNFs embedding and flow scheduling problems will be presented in the following, with an explanation of how the framework can successfully compute them.

1) FIRST SCENARIO
In this first scenario, a single time-sensitive flow is considered. Each flow element is allocated to an available timeslot. The total number of timeslots needed to manage this situation is equivalent to the number of flow elements of which the defined time-sensitive flow is composed. TABLE 3 explains the embedding scheme, whereas FIGURE 19 shows the flow scheduling.

2) SECOND SCENARIO
In the second scenario, two time-sensitive flows must be handled while guaranteeing a maximum end-to-end latency between hosts involved in communication. The two time-sensitive flows are not overlapping in their paths, as they have been scheduled to be handled in parallel. The framework computes the embedding scheme shown in TABLE 4 so that the VNFs involved in their paths are deployed on different hosts. In this way, there are no flow elements of the first time-sensitive flow that have intersections with some flow elements of second time-sensitive flow. As it can be seen from the flow scheduling representation in FIGURE 20, no more timeslots than the first scenario are needed to address this case.

3) THIRD SCENARIO
In the third scenario, a flow that in the virtual topology has intersections with the two previously defined flows is introduced. The framework computes a different embedding solution, shown in TABLE 5. It allows the flows being handled in parallel, although their mapping onto the physical topology is not the optimal one. However, only one more timeslot than in the previous scenarios is needed to manage all the time-sensitive flows in this scenario. This result is illustrated in FIGURE 21.

4) FOURTH SCENARIO
In the fourth scenario, the time-sensitive flow DE (i.e., the flow from D to E) is added to the already defined flows.
It must be noticed that, according to the VNFs configuration, two possible paths with the same cost are available for the previously defined flow BE:
- the path including VNF2, VNF4, and VNF5 avoids a possible overlapping with flow CF, since VNF3 is not crossed;
- the path including VNF3 generates an additional overlapping to be handled with flow CF.

The solutions for VNF embedding and time-sensitive flow scheduling may be different, according to the path that is selected. By running the framework, it selects the second path. Therefore, the VNFs are embedded as illustrated in TABLE 6, whereas seven timeslots are needed to handle all the time-sensitive flows as shown in FIGURE 22.

### TABLE 6. Fourth scenario placement results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Hosts</th>
<th>VNFs Deployed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>VNF1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>VNF2, VNF3, VNF6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>VNF4, VNF5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5) FIFTH SCENARIO

In the fifth scenario, one more flow is introduced. As it can be seen from the VNF embedding scheme shown in TABLE 7 and the timeslots allocation represented in FIGURE 23, only six timeslots have been used by the framework. This result could be misleading since, in the previous scenario with one less flow than the current scenario, seven timeslots were needed to handle all the time-sensitive flows. However, this is explained by the fact that no more constraints related to the virtual flow computation are included. In fact, for the flow definition phase, the network operator specifies the source and destination of each time-sensitive flow. The virtual path is computed automatically by the framework, in compliance with the VNFs configuration. At that point, since multiple
paths are available for flow BE, the algorithm chooses arbitrarily between the possible ones.

### TABLE 7. Fifth scenario placement results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Hosts</th>
<th>VNFs Deployed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>VNF3, VNF5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>VNF1, VNF2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>VNF4, VNF6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 23. Fifth scenario flow scheduling results.**

### VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a novel approach for solving simultaneously the VNF allocation and the time-sensitive flow scheduling problems in TSSDN environments, where the presence of ICSs determines strict requirements in terms of security and maximum end-to-end delay for packet transmission. The design of the proposed approach lays its foundations on the formulation of an OptSM problem, enabling formal correctness by construction and optimization for the automatically computed solution. The validation of the framework developed on the basis of this approach shows that it can be successfully employed for computing the time scheduling of the flows while correctly mapping the VNFs that process them onto the substrate infrastructure.

However, this preliminary study has room for improvement in future work. On the one hand, the OptSM formulation is flexible enough to support the introduction of a larger number of optimization constraints. Therefore, an extensive evaluation of additional parameters whose optimization may benefit both VNF embedding and flow scheduling will be performed. We will also investigate methods to derive the problem constraints from real-time measures of VNF execution times directly in the kernel, in order to provide further optimization. On the other hand, we will try to integrate the resolution of a third problem, i.e., the automatic configuration of network and security functions, with the aim of enabling human users to specify which time-sensitive flows should be denied to reach their destination due to security reasons. With this integration, all-around management of time-sensitive networks may become feasible and match the high automation requirements characterizing industrial networks.
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